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Children Of England The Heirs Of King Henry Viii 1547 1558
Fascinating and authoritative of Britain's royal families from Henry VIII to Elizabeth I
to Queen Victoria, by leading popular historian Alison Weir 'George III is alleged to
have married secretly, on 17th April, 1759, a Quakeress called Hannah Lightfoot. If
George III did make such a marriage...then his subsequent marriage to Queen Charlotte was
bigamous, and every monarch of Britain since has been a usurper, the rightful heirs of
George III being his children by Hannah Lightfoot...' Britain's Royal Families provides
in one volume, complete genealogical details of all members of the royal houses of
England, Scotland and Great Britain - from 800AD to the present. Drawing on countless
authorities, both ancient and modern, Alison Weir explores the crown and royal family
tree in unprecedented depth and provides a comprehensive guide to the heritage of today's
royal family – with fascinating insight and often scandalous secrets. 'Staggeringly
useful... combines solid information with tantalising appetisers.’ Mail on Sunday
Told with P. D. James's trademark suspense, insightful characterization, and riveting
storytelling, The Children of Men is a story of a world with no children and no future.
The human race has become infertile, and the last generation to be born is now adult.
Civilization itself is crumbling as suicide and despair become commonplace. Oxford
historian Theodore Faron, apathetic toward a future without a future, spends most of his
time reminiscing. Then he is approached by Julian, a bright, attractive woman who wants
him to help get her an audience with his cousin, the powerful Warden of England. She and
her band of unlikely revolutionaries may just awaken his desire to live . . . and they
may also hold the key to survival for the human race.
"Outstanding." - The Sunday Times "Beautifully written." The Times "Superbly adroit." The
Spectator "Excellent." BBC History Magazine The Battle of Hastings and its aftermath
nearly wiped out the leading families of Anglo-Saxon England – so what happened to the
children this conflict left behind? Conquered offers a fresh take on the Norman Conquest
by exploring the lives of those children, who found themselves uprooted by the dramatic
events of 1066. Among them were the children of Harold Godwineson and his brothers,
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survivors of a family shattered by violence who were led by their courageous grandmother
Gytha to start again elsewhere. Then there were the last remaining heirs of the AngloSaxon royal line – Edgar Ætheling, Margaret, and Christina – who sought refuge in
Scotland, where Margaret became a beloved queen and saint. Other survivors, such as
Waltheof of Northumbria and Fenland hero Hereward, became legendary for rebelling against
the Norman conquerors. And then there were some, like Eadmer of Canterbury, who chose to
influence history by recording their own memories of the pre-conquest world. From sagas
and saints' lives to chronicles and romances, Parker draws on a wide range of medieval
sources to tell the stories of these young men and women and highlight the role they
played in developing a new Anglo-Norman society. These tales – some reinterpreted and
retold over the centuries, others carelessly forgotten over time – are ones of endurance,
adaptation and vulnerability, and they all reveal a generation of young people who
bravely navigated a changing world and shaped the country England was to become.
A Novel
The Complete Genealogy
The Six Wives of Henry VIII
A History of the Vikings
Heirs of Deceits
A Popular Dictionary of General Knowledge
A “brilliantly written and meticulously researched” biography of royal family life during England’s second Tudor monarch (San Francisco
Chronicle). Either annulled, executed, died in childbirth, or widowed, these were the well-known fates of the six queens during the
tempestuous, bloody, and splendid reign of Henry VIII of England from 1509 to 1547. But in this “exquisite treatment, sure to become a
classic” (Booklist), they take on more fully realized flesh and blood than ever before. Katherine of Aragon emerges as a staunch though
misguided woman of principle; Anne Boleyn, an ambitious adventuress with a penchant for vengeance; Jane Seymour, a strong-minded
matriarch in the making; Anne of Cleves, a good-natured woman who jumped at the chance of independence; Katherine Howard, an emptyheaded wanton; and Katherine Parr, a warm-blooded bluestocking who survived King Henry to marry a fourth time. “Combin[ing] the
accessibility of a popular history with the highest standards of a scholarly thesis”, Alison Weir draws on the entire labyrinth of Tudor history,
employing every known archive—early biographies, letters, memoirs, account books, and diplomatic reports—to bring vividly to life the fates of
the six queens, the machinations of the monarch they married and the myriad and ceaselessly plotting courtiers in their intimate circle (The
Detroit News). In this extraordinary work of sound and brilliant scholarship, “at last we have the truth about Henry VIII’s wives” (Evening
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Standard).
Trapped in the dangerous game of Heir Apparent, Giannine is forced to obtain a magic ring, find stolen treasure, solve the dwarf's stupid
riddles, and slay a dragon--among other challenges--in order to survive. 20,000 first printing.
The English Puritans produced an unprecedented quantity and variety of writings on children. Despite this suggestion of a deep and manysided interest in childhood, scholars have focused on only the most damning attitudes and practices of Puritan culture. The Puritans are
generally regarded as a baseline for measuring progress toward a greater understanding of children. This study by C. John Sommerville is
the first to confirm that Puritans were indeed preoccupied with children. In addition, it challenges long-held assumptions about the Puritans by
proposing that their interest in children was unrelated to their economic situation, theological proclivities, or a shared psychological pathology.
Sommerville concludes that it was the Puritans' forward-looking orientation--their existence as a religious movement--that fueled their interest
in children and inspired new views on the nature of childhood. He argues that the harshest aspects of Puritan attitudes toward childhood are
related not to doctrine but to the movement's suppression in 1660, after which the Puritans fell prey to a pessimistic survival mentality.
Ultimately, the book is not a history of the family, nor even of children. Rather, it is a cultural history of "childhood," that self-reflective
amalgamation of contemporary adult assumptions, hopes, and concerns about the young--specifically in seventeenth-century England.
Drawing on primary sources, Sommerville describes the Puritan adult as revealed through children's books, child-rearing manuals,
biographies, catechisms, and educational and theological treatises. The author turns finally to tensions between the period's deep and
inarticulate devotion to family and the individualizing tendency of Puritanism. From there he traces a tradition of radical individualism that is
carried forward to the time of Thomas Paine and William Godwin, the secular heirs of Puritanism.
A Novel of Tudor Rivals and the Secret of the Tower
Conquered
Including Their Execution, Revocation, Etc. ... with Full References to the Latest American and English Decisions
George III's Children
A Child's History of England

Carrie Vaughn follows up The Ghosts of Sherwood with the charming, fast-paced The Heirs of
Locksley, continuing the story of Robin Hood's children. "We will hold an archery contest. A
simple affair, all in fun, on the tournament grounds. Tomorrow. We will see you there." The
latest civil war in England has come and gone, King John is dead, and the nobility of England
gathers to see the coronation of his son, thirteen year old King Henry III. The new king is at
the center of political rivalries and power struggles, but John of Locksley—son of the legendary
Robin Hood and Lady Marian—only sees a lonely boy in need of friends. John and his sisters
succeed in befriending Henry, while also inadvertently uncovering a political plot, saving a
man's life, and carrying out daring escapes. All in a day's work for the Locksley children... At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
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(DRM) applied.
"When English-born lawyer Rupert Falkes dies, his wife and five adult sons are bereft--even more
so when their grieving is interrupted by an unknown woman claiming that Rupert was also the
father to her two sons"--Page 4 of cover.
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Alison Weir's Mary Boleyn. Handsome, accomplished,
and charming, Henry Stuart, Lord Darnley, staked his claim to the English throne by marrying
Mary Stuart, who herself claimed to be the Queen of England. It was not long before Mary
discovered that her new husband was interested only in securing sovereign power for himself.
Then, on February 10, 1567, an explosion at his lodgings left Darnley dead; the intrigue
thickened after it was discovered that he had apparently been suffocated before the blast. After
an exhaustive reevaluation of the source material, Alison Weir has come up with a solution to
this enduring mystery. Employing her gift for vivid characterization and gripping storytelling,
Weir has written one of her most engaging excursions yet into Britain’s bloodstained, powerobsessed past.
Governess to the Duke's Heir
Being Reports of Cases Decided by the Superior, Common Pleas, Insolvency and Probate Courts of
the State of Ohio
The Children of Men
Children of Ash and Elm
Childhood, Orphans and Underage Heirs in Medieval Rural England
The Children of England
The novel is set in the late Victorian period in England. It concerns conflicts in attitude to social class and destitution and religion. The central character is
Sir Gilbert Stanley, Tory politician and great landowner. Like many rich men, he had taken peasant mistresses in his youth, later abandoning them with no
means of support. These women all died evil deaths, and the children were placed in the workhouse. Sir Gilbert longed secretly for these children and
watched their progress to adulthood. Unaware he was their father, the children became absorbed into his household as servants. He favoured them, and
their status became ambiguous. The outside world was horrified, and the household imploded. Murder and chaos followed.
In this engrossing novel of historical suspense, New York Times bestselling author Alison Weir tells the dramatic intertwined stories of two
women—Katherine Grey and Kate Plantagenet—separated by time but linked by twin destinies . . . . involving the mysterious tragic fate of the young
Princes in the Tower. When her older sister, Lady Jane Grey, the Nine Days’ Queen, is executed in 1554 for unlawfully accepting the English crown,
Lady Katherine Grey’s world falls apart. Barely recovered from this tragic loss she risks all for love, only to incur the wrath of her formidable cousin
Queen Elizabeth I, who sees Katherine as a rival for her insecure throne. Interlaced with Katherine’s story is that of her distant kinswoman Kate
Plantagenet, the bastard daughter of Richard III, the last Plantagenet king. In 1483, Kate travels to London for Richard’s coronation, and her world
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changes forever. Kate loves her father, but before long she hears terrible rumors about him that threaten all she holds dear. Like Katherine Grey, she falls in
love with a man who is forbidden to her. Then Kate embarks on what will become a perilous quest, covertly seeking the truth about what befell her cousins
the Princes in the Tower, who may have been victims of Richard III’s lust for power. But time is not on Kate’s side, or on Katherine’s. Katherine finds
herself a prisoner in the Tower of London, the sinister fortress that overshadowed the lives of so many royal figures, including the boy princes. Will
Elizabeth demand the full penalty for treason? And what secrets will Katherine find hidden within the Tower walls? Alison Weir’s new novel is a pageturning story set within a framework of fascinating historical authenticity. In this rich and layered tapestry, Katherine and Kate discover that possessing
royal blood can prove to be a dangerous inheritance. Look for special features inside and an excerpt from Alison Weir's Captive Queen. Join the Random
House Reader’s Circle for author chats and more. Praise for A Dangerous Inheritance “Highly compelling [with] plenty to keep readers
enthralled.”—Historical Novel Review “A page turner . . . too juicy to put down . . . Alison Weir’s strong suit as a fiction writer is making her novels
living history.”—The Courier-Journal “With its evident in-depth research and creative twists, this tale of two women trying to make sense of the power of
the English crown . . . is nothing short of riveting.”—Library Journal (starred review) “No one alive knows as much about the Tudors as Weir. . . . Any
reader of Hilary Mantel’s excellent Tudor evocations will want to explore this book as well.”—Kirkus Reviews “Stunning . . . A richly layered cake of
love, sex, danger, death, and mystery.”—Sunday Express (UK)
This book explores the experience of childhood and adolescence in later medieval English rural society from 1250 to 1450. Hit by major catastrophes – the
Great Famine and then a few decades later the Black Death – this book examines how rural society coped with children left orphaned, and land inherited
by children and adolescents considered too young to run their holdings. Using manorial court rolls, accounts and other documents, Miriam Müller looks at
the guardians who looked after the children, and the chattels and lands the children brought with them. This book considers not just rural concepts of
childhood, and the training and schooling young peasants received, but also the nature of supportive kinship networks, family structures and the roles of
lordship, to offer insights into the experience of childhood and adolescence in medieval villages more broadly.
Heir Apparent
The Cape Law Journal
The Works of Charles Dickens: A child's history of England. No thoroughfare
The American and English Encyclopaedia of Law
Queen Isabella
No Thoroughfare

The definitive history of the Vikings -- from arts and culture to politics and cosmology -- by a distinguished archaeologist with decades of
expertise The Viking Age -- from 750 to 1050 -- saw an unprecedented expansion of the Scandinavian peoples into the wider world. As traders
and raiders, explorers and colonists, they ranged from eastern North America to the Asian steppe. But for centuries, the Vikings have been seen
through the eyes of others, distorted to suit the tastes of medieval clerics and Elizabethan playwrights, Victorian imperialists, Nazis, and more.
None of these appropriations capture the real Vikings, or the richness and sophistication of their culture. Based on the latest archaeological and
textual evidence, Children of Ash and Elm tells the story of the Vikings on their own terms: their politics, their cosmology and religion, their
material world. Known today for a stereotype of maritime violence, the Vikings exported new ideas, technologies, beliefs, and practices to the
lands they discovered and the peoples they encountered, and in the process were themselves changed. From Eirík Bloodaxe, who fought his
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way to a kingdom, to Gudrid Thorbjarnardóttir, the most traveled woman in the world, Children of Ash and Elm is the definitive history of the
Vikings and their time.
Get Book Four in the Dangerous Lords series! Read for FREE in Kindle Unlimited!Andrew, the Duke of Harrow, has returned to his
Oxfordshire estate after years away in Vienna on a diplomatic engagement. He left England after losing his beloved wife in childbirth. But his
children consider him a stranger, and the new governess disapproves of him. In hope of restoring his family, he has invited a German baroness
who may become the new Duchess of Harrow, and her brother, as his guests. Andrew's plans do not go to order. Were there three attempts
made on his young son William's life, or are they a string of amazing coincidences? Why would anyone want to harm William? Andrew finds
himself working with the governess to discover the truth while keeping his son safe, and disconcertingly, comes to depend on Miss Harrismith,
as his respect for her deepens. When the truth finally becomes clear, Andrew faces his feelings, but then finds his chance of happiness snatched
away.Miss Jenny Harrismith, the daughter of an impoverished baron from Yorkshire with six children, leaves home after a disagreement with
her father, taking a position as governess to the Duke of Harrow's two children. After a year at Castlebridge, when the duke barely makes an
appearance, she has found a certain peace, and become very fond of her charges. But the duke has arrived home to stay, and suddenly, there is
no peace to be found. Frightening things begin to happen. As she fights to keep the duke's son safe, she finds herself falling in love with his
father. Thrust into danger, and coming close to death, she realizes she must face the truth of what she left behind in York. Books in the
Dangerous Lords series: The Baron's BetrothalSeducing the EarlThe Viscount's Widowed LadyGoverness for the Duke's Heir
Two gorgeous men called Xander… Two proud fathers about to claim their heirs! The Greek and the Single Mom by Julia James For Greek
tycoon Xander Anaketos only money talks, and when he breezes back into Claire's life, he wants her back in his bed. But what will he do when
he discovers his impoverished ex-mistress is also the loving mother of his child? The Millionaire's Contract Bride by Carole Mortimer
Impossibly rich Xander Fraser wants struggling single mother Casey Bridges to be his bride…of convenience! Casey knows their marriage can
never be real, but that doesn't stop her falling for her new husband….
The Heirs
Mary, Queen of Scots, and the Murder of Lord Darnley
An Heir for the Millionaire
The Heirs of Locksley
Being a Concise and Familiar Treatise on Such Legal Topics as are Earliest Read by the Law Student, Should be Generally Taught in the
Higher Seminaries of Learning ; and Understood by Every Citizen, as a Part of a General and Business Education ; to which is Appended a
Concise Dictionary of Law Terms and Phrases
An Introduction to Legal Science
One of Oprah Daily’s Most Anticipated Romances of 2022! A fake engagement brings together a lady with bold and daring dreams, and
the heir whose heart she captured—perfect for fans of Bridgerton! Tall, dark, and brooding—to say that American Maxwell Crenshaw
stood out in the glittering ballrooms of London is an understatement. He vowed never to set foot in England again, but when a summons
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from his father along with an ultimatum to secure his legacy has him crossing the Atlantic for the last time, reuniting him with the
delectable Lady Helena March, he can’t deny the temptation she presents. Or the ideas she inspires… Lady Helena March is flirting
with scandal. Instead of spending her time at teas and balls in search of another husband, as is expected of a young widow, Helena
pours her energy into The London Home for Young Women. But Society gives no quarter to unmarried radicals who associate with
illegitimate children and fallen women, and Helena’s funding is almost run out. So when the sinfully seductive Crenshaw heir suggests a
fake engagement to save them both—him from an unwanted marriage and her from scorn and financial ruin—Helena finds herself too
fascinated to refuse the sexy American. As their arrangement of convenience melts oh so deliciously into nights of passion, their
deception starts to become real. But if Max knew the true reason Helena can never remarry, he wouldn’t look at her with such heat in
his eyes. Or might the Crenshaw heir be willing to do whatever it takes to win the one woman he’s never been able to forget…
Children of EnglandThe Heirs of King Henry VIII, 1547-1558Random House (UK)The Children of EnglandThe Heirs of King Henry VIII.
This work looks at the characters and relationships of Henry's four heirs. Using contemporary sources, it describes an extraordinary
period of history, when each of Henry's heirs was potentially the tool of powerful political and religious figures, and when the realm was
seething with intrigue.
The Ohio Nisi Prius Reports, New Series
The Heirs of King Henry VIII, 1547-1558
The Kings and Queens Who Never Were
The Greek and the Single Mom\The Millionaire's Contract Bride
The Law of Husband and Wife, of Parent and Child, Guardian and Ward, Master and Servant
Treachery, Adultery, and Murder in Medieval England

"George III is alleged to have married secretly, on 17th April, 1759, a Quakeress called Hannah Lightfoot,
daughter of a Wapping shoemaker, who is said to have borne him three children. Documents relating to the
alleged marriage, bearing the Prince's signature, were impounded and examined in 1866 by the Attorney
General. Learned opinion at the time leaned to the view that these documents were genuine. They were then
placed in the Royal Archives at Windsor; in 1910, permission was refused a would-be author who asked to see
them. If George III did make such a marriage when he was Prince of Wales, before the passing of the Royal
Marriages Act in 1772, then his subsequent marriage to Queen Charlotte was bigamous, and every monarch of
Britain since has been a usurper, the rightful heirs of George III being his children by Hannah Lightfoot, if they
ever existed"--Britain's Royal Families."Britain's Royal Families" is a unique reference book. It provides, for the
first time in one volume, complete genealogical details of all members of the royal houses of England, Scotland
and Great Britain - from 800AD to the present. Here is the vital biographical information relating not only to each
monarch, but also to every member of their immediate family, from parents to grandchildren. Drawing on
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countless authorities, both ancient and modern, Alison Weir explores the royal family tree in unprecedented
depth and provides a comprehensive guide to the heritage of today's royal family.
“Fascinating . . . Alison Weir does full justice to the subject.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer At his death in 1547,
King Henry VIII left four heirs to the English throne: his only son, the nine-year-old Prince Edward; the Lady
Mary, the adult daughter of his first wife Katherine of Aragon; the Lady Elizabeth, the teenage daughter of his
second wife Anne Boleyn; and his young great-niece, the Lady Jane Grey. In this riveting account Alison Weir
paints a unique portrait of these extraordinary rulers, examining their intricate relationships to each other and to
history. She traces the tumult that followed Henry's death, from the brief intrigue-filled reigns of the boy king
Edward VI and the fragile Lady Jane Grey, to the savagery of "Bloody Mary," and finally the accession of the
politically adroit Elizabeth I. As always, Weir offers a fresh perspective on a period that has spawned many of
the most enduring myths in English history, combining the best of the historian's and the biographer's art. “Like
anthropology, history and biography can demonstrate unfamiliar ways of feeling and being. Alison Weir's
sympathetic collective biography, The Children of Henry VIII does just that, reminding us that human nature has
changed--and for the better. . . . Weir imparts movement and coherence while re-creating the suspense her
characters endured and the suffering they inflicted.”—The New York Times Book Review
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Alison Weir's Mary Boleyn. In this vibrant biography, acclaimed
author Alison Weir reexamines the life of Isabella of England, one of history’s most notorious and charismatic
queens. Isabella arrived in London in 1308, the spirited twelve-year-old daughter of King Philip IV of France. Her
marriage to the heir to England’s throne was designed to heal old political wounds between the two countries,
and in the years that followed she became an important figure, a determined and clever woman whose influence
would come to last centuries. Many myths and legends have been woven around Isabella’s story, but in this first
full biography in more than 150 years, Alison Weir gives a groundbreaking new perspective.
North Carolina Reports: Hawks
Growing up in the Village
Royal Renegades
The Law Times Reports of Cases Decided in the House of Lords, the Privy Council, the Court of Appeal ... [new
Series].
The Children of Charles I and the English Civil Wars
The Heir Apparent
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NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW AND THE BOSTON
GLOBE This richly entertaining biography chronicles the eventful life of Queen Victoria’s firstborn son, the quintessential black
sheep of Buckingham Palace, who matured into as wise and effective a monarch as Britain has ever seen. Granted unprecedented
access to the royal archives, noted scholar Jane Ridley draws on numerous primary sources to paint a vivid portrait of the man
and the age to which he gave his name. Born Prince Albert Edward, and known to familiars as “Bertie,” the future King Edward
VII had a well-earned reputation for debauchery. A notorious gambler, glutton, and womanizer, he preferred the company of
wastrels and courtesans to the dreary life of the Victorian court. His own mother considered him a lazy halfwit, temperamentally
unfit to succeed her. When he ascended to the throne in 1901, at age fifty-nine, expectations were low. Yet by the time he died
nine years later, he had proven himself a deft diplomat, hardworking head of state, and the architect of Britain’s modern
constitutional monarchy. Jane Ridley’s colorful biography rescues the man once derided as “Edward the Caresser” from the
clutches of his historical detractors. Excerpts from letters and diaries shed new light on Bertie’s long power struggle with Queen
Victoria, illuminating one of the most emotionally fraught mother-son relationships in history. Considerable attention is paid to
King Edward’s campaign of personal diplomacy abroad and his valiant efforts to reform the political system at home. Separating
truth from legend, Ridley also explores Bertie’s relationships with the women in his life. Their ranks comprised his wife, the
stunning Danish princess Alexandra, along with some of the great beauties of the era: the actress Lillie Langtry, longtime “royal
mistress” Alice Keppel (the great-grandmother of Camilla Parker Bowles), and Lady Randolph Churchill, mother of Winston.
Edward VII waited nearly six decades for his chance to rule, then did so with considerable panache and aplomb. A magnificent
life of an unexpectedly impressive king, The Heir Apparent documents the remarkable transformation of a man—and a
monarchy—at the dawn of a new century. Praise for The Heir Apparent “If [The Heir Apparent] isn’t the definitive life story of
this fascinating figure of British history, then nothing ever will be.”—The Christian Science Monitor “The Heir Apparent is smart,
it’s fascinating, it’s sometimes funny, it’s well-documented and it reads like a novel, with Bertie so vivid he nearly leaps from the
page, cigars and all.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune “I closed The Heir Apparent with admiration and a kind of wry
exhilaration.”—The Wall Street Journal “Ridley is a serious scholar and historian, who keeps Bertie’s flaws and virtues in a fine
balance.”—The Boston Globe “Brilliantly entertaining . . . a landmark royal biography.”—The Sunday Telegraph “Superb.”—The
New York Times Book Review
The fact that the English Civil War led to the execution of King Charles I in January 1649 is well known, as is the restoration of
his eldest son as Charles II eleven years later. But what happened to the king's six surviving children is far less familiar. Casting
new light on the heirs of the doomed king and his unpopular but indefatigable Catholic queen, Henrietta Maria, acclaimed
historian Linda Porter brings to life their personalities, legacies, feuds and rivalries for the first time. As their calm and loving
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family life was shattered by war, Elizabeth and Henry were used as pawns in the parliamentary campaign against their father;
Mary, the Princess Royal, was whisked away to the Netherlands as the child bride of the Prince of Orange; Henriette Anne's
redoubtable governess escaped with the king's youngest child to France where she grew up under her mother's thumb and
eventually married the cruel and flamboyant Philippe d'Orleans. When their 'dark and ugly' brother Charles eventually
succeeded his father to the English throne after fourteen years of wandering, he promptly enacted a vengeful punishment on
those who had spurned his family, with his brother James firmly in his shadow. A tale of love and endurance, of battles and flight,
of educations disrupted, the lonely death of a young princess and the wearisome experience of exile, Royal Renegades charts the
fascinating story of the children of loving parents who could not protect them from the consequences of their own failings as
monarchs and the forces of upheaval sweeping England.
The eldest of King George III's children, who became Prince Regent and King George IV, is less remembered for his patronage of
the arts than for his extravagance and maltreatment of his wife. This objective portrayal of the royal family draws upon sources to
lay to rest the gossip and exaggeration.
Persons and family. Chapter 6. Creation of Relationships of Kinship
A Life of Edward VII, the Playboy Prince
The Children of Henry VIII
Cases Argued and Determined in the Supreme Court of North Carolina
A Dangerous Inheritance
The Last Children of Anglo-Saxon England
“A fascinating study of the also-rans and almost-made-its of medieval history . . . Beautifully written
and well researched, it is an engaging read.” —History . . . The Interesting Bits! When William the
Conqueror died in 1087, he left the throne of England to William Rufus . . . his second son. The result
was an immediate war as Rufus’s elder brother Robert fought to gain the crown he saw as rightfully his;
this conflict marked the start of 400 years of bloody disputes as the English monarchy’s line of
hereditary succession was bent, twisted and finally broken when the last Plantagenet king, Richard III,
fell at Bosworth in 1485. The Anglo-Norman and Plantagenet dynasties were renowned for their internecine
strife, and in Lost Heirs we will unearth the hidden stories of fratricidal brothers, usurping cousins
and murderous uncles; the many kings—and the occasional queen—who should have been but never were.
History is written by the winners, but every game of thrones has its losers too, and their fascinating
stories bring richness and depth to what is a colorful period of history. King John would not have
gained the crown had he not murdered his young nephew, who was in line to become England’s first King
Arthur; Henry V would never have been at Agincourt had his father not seized the throne by usurping and
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killing his cousin; and as the rival houses of York and Lancaster fought bloodily over the crown during
the Wars of the Roses, life suddenly became very dangerous indeed for a young boy named Edmund. “A
journey through the minefield of opposing factions fighting for the crown of England.” —Books Monthly
The Renegade Wife kicks off the new Children of the Empire series, companion stories to award-winning
author Caroline Warfield's Dangerous series. Raised with all the privilege of the English aristocracy,
forged on the edges of the British Empire, men and woman of the early Victorian age seek their own
destiny and make their mark on history. The Renegade Wife is the story of healing and a journey home, of
choices and the freedom to make them, set in 1832 in Upper Canada and in England. Two hearts betrayed by
love... Desperate and afraid, Meggy Blair will do whatever it takes to protect her children. She'd hoped
to find sanctuary from her abusive husband with her Ojibwa grandmother, but can't locate her. When her
children fall ill, she finds shelter in an isolated cabin in Upper Canada. But when the owner
unexpectedly returns, he's furious to find squatters disrupting his self-imposed solitude. Reclusive
businessman Rand Wheatly had good reason to put an ocean between himself and the family that deceived
him. He just wants the intrusive woman gone, but it isn't long before Meggy and the children start
breaking down the defensive walls he's built. But their fragile interlude is shattered when Meggy's
husband appears to claim his children, threatening to have Rand jailed. The only way for Meggy to
protect Rand is to leave him. But when her husband takes her and the children to England, Meggy
discovers he's far more than an abuser; what he's involved in endangers all their lives. To rescue the
woman who has stolen his heart, Rand must follow her and do what he swore he'd never do: reconcile with
his aristocratic family and finally uncover the truth behind all the lies. But time is running out for
them all.
The Heirs of King Henry VIII.
Britain's Royal Families
The American Cyclopaedia
Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in the Supreme Court of South Carolina
The Renegade Wife
A Treatise on the Law of Wills
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